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How we helped

Client need 

The client is a leading provider of supply chain visibility and asset tracking platform for industrial 

manufacturing and pharmaceutical companies. It needed to migrate AWS EC2, RDS, EBS, ELB, S3,  SNS, 

SQS, Route53 services to Azure cloud. It needed to deploy continuous integration (CI) and continuous 

deployment (CD), and setup Kubernetes clusters for its IoT-based product. The client also wanted to 

eliminate all redundant manual tasks involved in Kubernetes cluster managements and get round the 

clock support for the team. 

Migrate from AWS to Azure cloud and set up CI/CD and Kubernetes clusters
for IoT-based product 

Using the ‘lift and shift’ approach, Winklix migrated most of the AWS resources to Azure cloud covering 

WebApp servers, databases (infrastructure). We implemented AKSY cluster and migration of Docker 

images in Azure. Leveraging Jenkins for Kubernetes cluster deployments, we created CI/CD pipelines. 

We also implemented Gitflow model for the infrastructure and application. We used Azure roles to 

restrict unauthenticated access to all K8s clusters. 

Supply chain platform
company optimizes costs in
migrating from AWS to Azure
Cloud; achieves 20% improvement
in development productivity 
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What the client gained 

Significant cost savings for services and partnership benefits/credits from Azure 

Reduced errors by eliminating human intervention in cluster setups and backups  

20% improvement in development productivity 

60% reduction in production deployment window and downtime 

Easy release cycles into k8s production clusters  

Significant reduction in deployment issues and roll back 

Track of release cycles via Jira Ticket systems 

Tools and Technologies

           Kubernetes

           Shell Scripting

           Spark

           Grafana

           Prometheus

           Reaper

              Jenkins

              Cassandra

              Microsoft Azure

              Amazon Web 

Services

Automating Kubernetes deployments using Helm charts 

Enhancing Cassandra daily back-ups and restoring processes and store to Blob-Storage 

Providing dedicated round the clock support 

Conducting research on Azure IoT-Hub and integrations with managed analytics services 

Our services also included: 

About Winklix
Winklix is US based software development company known for providing customised solution
worldwide. As a application development and maintenance company with over 350+ software
engineers having industry specific knowledge which derives them in delivering
A-graded solutions to enterprises.

Looking for comprehensive and automated analytics system?
Send your queries to info@winklix.com
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